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TODAY (24”x12”)
1 Select Classic White cardstock as your layout base. Trim two
1” x 12” pieces of Amelia paper and adhere (stripe side) to
left and right edges of layout. Trim two .25” x 12” pieces
of Beaming Butterflies paper and adhere (yellow dot side)
along the inside of Amelia papers. Add vertical stitching
.25” from edge of the layout, if desired.
2 Trim a 4” square of Hello paper. Adhere a 3.75” x 3.75”
photo to center. Adhere to layout, 3.25” from left edge and
1.75” from top edge.
3 Trim a 4” square and a 3.75” square of All Positive paper.
Adhere smaller piece (white side) to larger piece (aqua side)
and stitch around edge, if desired. Adhere to layout, 7.5”
from left edge and 1.75” from top edge.

from left edge and 1.5” from bottom edge, overlapping the
red tag.
7 Trim a 4” square of Sparkling Stripe paper. Adhere a 3.75”
x 3.75” photo to center (green side). Adhere to layout, 7.5”
from right edge and 1.5” from bottom edge.
8 Trim a 4” square of Hello paper. Trim a 3.75” square of My
Happy paper. Adhere smaller square (text side) to larger
square (red side) and stitch around edge, if desired. Adhere
assembled square to layout, 3.25” from right edge and 1.5”
from bottom edge.
(cont’d)

4 Trim a 4” square of Sparkling Stripe paper. Adhere a 3.75”
x 3.75” photo to center (stripe side). Adhere to layout, .5”
from right edge and 1.75” from top edge.
5 Cut out the “A Laugh Is A Smile That Bursts” card from
Journaling Cards paper. Add stitching around edge, if
desired. Adhere to layout, 1.5” from left edge and 1.5”
from bottom edge. Locate red Fancy Pants tag and adhere
horizontally to the right of card as shown.
6 Trim a 4” square of Sparkling Stripe paper. Adhere a 3.75”
x 3.75” photo to center (stripe side). Adhere to layout, 7.5”
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9 Using the kit cut files, electronically cut the word
“Today” word from Beaming Butterflies paper
(yellow dot side), approximately 7.5” wide.
Using dimensional adhesive, adhere to layout
as shown, 1.75” from top edge of page.
0 Using black ink and the “Be you” stamp,
stamp image onto All Positive paper (aqua
side). Trim image to 2” x .5”, notching left
side to make a banner. Adhere underneath
title as shown.
Using the kit cut files, electronically cut
butterflies from Beaming Butterflies paper
(yellow dot side) and Berry Blush cardstock, each
measuring 2.25” wide. Then cut two butterflies from
Hello paper (red side) and one butterfly from Berry Blush
cardstock, each measuring 1.5” wide. Adhere each of the
smaller red butterflies to larger yellow and pink butterflies,
gently bending up the wings for dimension.
Adhere the three assembled butterflies to the layout as
shown. Embellish centers of all butterflies with Doodlebug
sprinkles.

page, under the upper photo as shown. Use red watercolor
paint to fill in the hearts.
e Trim out six colored circles from Zoey paper (3 gray, 1 red, 1
yellow and 1 aqua). Adhere to layout as shown.

q Select the word “sweet” and an aqua heart from Fancy
Pants puffy stickers and adhere vertically on left edge of
layout as shown.

r Using a black journaling pen, draw faux stitching around
the title that connects the die-cut butterflies. Select an aqua
and red heart from Fancy Pants puffy stickers to embellish
the faux stitching.

w Using black ink and the smaller heart from the stamp
set, stamp the image on left side of layout, to the left of
“sweet”sticker. Stamp again two times on right side of

t Select the aqua acrylic flower and adhere to yellow circle
atop the red tag on left side of layout.
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1 Select Kachina cardstock as your layout
base. Trim an 11.5” x 11.5” piece of Darcy
paper and adhere (lined side) to center
of cardstock base. Add stitching around
outer edge, if desired.
2 Trim a 10.5” x 3” piece of Blooming
Blossoms paper and adhere (pink
gingham side) centered, 1” from top
edge. Select pink Fancy Pants tag and
adhere atop pink gingham, 2” from top
edge and 2.75” from right edge.
3 Trim a 10.5” x 3” piece of Beaming Butterflies paper and
adhere (yellow dot side) .5” below pink gingham, covering
bottom half of pink tag. Trim a 10.5” x 3” piece of Olivia
paper and adhere (gray chevron side) centered .75” from
bottom edge.
4 Using a scallop edge punch, punch two 12” borders from
Good Day paper. Adhere strips (gray side) along top
edge of pink gingham and yellow dot papers. Add zig zag
stitching over seams, if desired.
5 Trim a 9” x 4.25” piece of Berrylicious cardstock and adhere
centered on page, 1” from bottom edge. Trim an 11.25”
x 1” piece of All Positive paper and adhere (aqua side)
centered on page, 1.5” from bottom edge. Trim an 11 x
.75 piece of Sparkling Stripe paper and adhere (stripe side)
centered atop aqua paper piece.
6 Trim a 3” x 4” piece of Stonehenge cardstock. Trim a 2.75”
x 3.75” piece of Life is Good paper and adhere (floral side)
to center of gray cardstock. Add a 2.5 x 3.5 photo to center
of this piece and adhere in center of Berrylicious cardstock
piece. Add two 2.5” x 3.5” photos on each side of the
matted photo, in center of Berrylicious cardstock.

EGG HUNTER (12”x12”)
7 Select the word “fantastic” from Fancy Pants puffy stickers
and white Doodlebug letter stickers to spell out title.
Adhere above photos. Select Fancy Pants tags (yellow,
aqua, & white circle) and adhere above title as shown.
8 Using black ink and the bunny stamp, stamp image onto
Good Day paper (gray side) and trim out. Stamp bunny tail
on Blooming Blossoms paper (pink gingham side) and trim
out. Adhere to layout as shown.
9 Using black ink and the “Some bunny loves you” stamp,
stamp image below right photo on Berrylicious cardstock.
0 Add acrylic flowers, Doodlebug sprinkles, and small Fancy
Pants puffy stickers to embellish.

PH O T O G RA PH Y T I P: Don’t forget to document the objects

involved in your celebrations as well as the people! Photos of
decor, food or gifts help capture the essence of the moment.
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HELLO CARD (4.25”x5.5”)
1 Trim an 8.5” x 5.5” piece of Fountain cardstock. Score and
fold in half with opening to right.

card base, .5” from left edge and 4” from top edge. Trim off
any overhang at bottom of card.

2 Trim a .5” x 5.5” piece of Life Is Good paper and adhere
(yellow side) along left edge of card. Trim a .25” x 5.5” piece
of Amelia paper and adhere (stripe side) next to yellow strip.

6 Select white Doodlebug stickers to spell out sentiment.
Adhere to right of top circle, .75” from top edge. Apply a
Doodlebug sprinkle to end of sentiment.

3 Punch a 1.75” circle and a 1.5” circle from Blooming
Blossoms paper. Using dimensional adhesive, adhere
smaller circle (floral side) to center of larger circle (pink
gingham side). Adhere circle to card base, .125” from left
edge and .5” from top edge.

7 Using black ink and the kit stamps, stamp three butterflies
to right of sentiment as shown. Stamp the image “Some
bunny loves you” under white letter stickers.

4 Punch a 1.75” circle and a 1.5” circle from Beaming
Butterflies paper. Using dimensional adhesive, adhere
smaller circle (butterfly side) to center of larger circle (yellow
dot side). Adhere circle to card base, .75” from left edge
and 2.25” from top edge.

T I ME S AV ER: Cut standard size card bases in bulk and
keep them on hand. When you finish a layout, use the scraps
to create a quick card.

5 Punch a 1.75” circle and a 1.5” circle from All Positive paper.
Using dimensional adhesive, adhere smaller circle (white
side) to center of larger circle (aqua side). Adhere circle to
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Q U A R T E R LY K R A F T K I T S

designer & cut files

Nicole Nowosad
is a working mom from
Winnipeg, Manitoba
where she lives with her
husband, two sons and
one daughter. She began
scrapbooking about 15
years ago while planning
her wedding.
Nicole’s style is constantly evolving, but her scrapbook pages always feature tons of pattern and colour.
Her favorite products are large fonts, her Silhouette
die cutter and patterned paper, and she uses all of
these regularly in her designs.
Nicole has been published in Scrapbook & Cards
Today Magazine, Scrapbook Trends and Canadian
Scrapbooker Magazine. She is also the owner and
designer of Just Nick Cut Files, which features unique
and modern digital cut file designs.
See more of Nicole’s work at:
www.justnicks.blogspot.com

As April showers give way to May flowers,
we’re working hard on the SCT Delivered
summer kits. Be sure to check the website on
June 1, 2016 for the kit reveal!

ONLINE BONUS
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Check your email for the link to download these
exclusive Sunny Days electronic cut files!

